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Abstract

We study the localization properties of a disordered tight-binding Hamiltonian on a generic
bipartite lattice close to the band center. By means of a fermionic replica trick method, we derive
the effective non-linear a-model describing the diffusive modes, which we analyse by using the
Wilson-Polyakov renormalization group. In addition to the standard parameters which define the
non-linear cr-model, namely the conductance and the external frequency, a new parameter enters,
which may be related to the fluctuations of the staggered density of states. We find that, when
both the regular hopping and the disorder only couple one sublattice to the other, the quantum
corrections to the Kubo conductivity vanish at the band center, thus implying the existence of
delocalized states. In two dimensions, the RG equations predict that the conductance flows to
a finite value, while both the density of states and the staggered density of states fluctuations
diverge. In three dimensions, we find that, sufficiently close to the band center, all states are
extended, independently of the disorder strength. We also discuss the role of various symmetry
breaking terms, as a regular hopping between same sublattices, or an on-site disorder.
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1 Introduction

An interesting and still debated issue in the physics of the Anderson's localization concerns the
existence of delocalized states in dimensions d < 2, the conditions under which they appear, and
their properties. This problem, which is, for instance, of relevance in the theory of the integer
quantum Hall effect [1], got recently a renewed interest after evidences of a metal-insulator
transition in two dimensions have been discovered [2].

One of the cases in which localization does not occur in any dimension is at the band center
energy of a tight binding model on a bipartite lattice, when both the regular hopping and the
disorder only couple one sublattice to the other, i.e. in the so called two sublattice model [4-6].
Although this is not a common physical situation, its consequences are surprising, and seem
to escape any quasi-classical interpretation, which, on the contrary, provides simple physical
explanations of other delocalization mechanisms [3]. Already in 1976, Theodorou and Cohen
[4] realized that a one dimensional tight binding model with nearest neighbor random hopping
has a single delocalized state at the band center (see also Ref.[5]). Afterwards, Wegner [6] and
Oppermann and Wegner [7] showed that a delocalized state indeed exists under the above
conditions in any dimension, within a large-n expansion, being n the number of orbitals per
site. Later on, Wegner and Gade [8] argued that these models correspond to a particular class
of non-linear cr-models for matrices in the zero replica limit. They were able to show that the
quantum corrections to the /3-function which controls the scaling behavior of the conductance
vanish at the band center at all orders in the disorder strength, thus implying a metallic behavior
at this value of the chemical potential. Moreover, they showed that, contrary to the standard
case, the /3-function of the density of states is finite. These results were based upon the non-
linear cr-model derived by Gade [9] by means of a boson-replica trick method, in a particular
two sublattice Hamiltonian with broken time reversal invariance.

More recently, the model without time reversal invariance has got a renewed interest for its
implications in different physical contexts, for instance models with non-Hermitean stochastic
operators, or random flux models in two dimensions (see e.g. Refs.[10-12]).

In this paper, we present an analysis of a generic disordered tight-binding Hamiltonian on a
generic bipartite lattice. The starting model is therefore of quite general validity, also describing
systems with time reversal invariance, and reduces in particular cases to the model discussed by
Gade [9], or, in the honeycomb lattice, to models of Dirac fermions [12], or, finally, to random flux
models [10,11]. By means of a fermionic-replica trick method, we derive the generic non-linear
CT-model describing the diffusive modes, which we analyse by the Renormalization Group (RG).
Needless to say, the effective model belongs to the same class of non-linear a-models identified
by Wegner and Gade, demonstrating once more the universality of this description in the theory
of Anderson localization [13].

Since the work is quite technical, we prefer to give in the following section a short summary of
the main results.

1.1 Summary of the main results

In this section we shortly present the main results, with particular emphasis to the connections
and differences with the standard theory of the Anderson's localization.



We consider a generic bipartite lattice and work with a unit cell which contains two sites from
opposite sublattices. The Pauli matrices u's act on the two components of the wavefunction,
corresponding to the two sites within each unit cell. In this lattice, we study a disordered tight-
binding Hamiltonian which has the peculiar property of involving only both Pauli matrices o\
and 02. In other words, H satisfies the conditions

{H,a3}=0, {H,ar}^0, {H,a2}^0, (I)

where {...,...} indicates the anticommutator. By means of a path-integral approach within a
fermionic replica trick method, we find that the low-energy diffusive modes at the band center,
E = 0, can be represented by the non-linear a-model

S[U] = = ^ p / dR Tr [VU(R)-2 • VU(R)2]

~ I f / dR (Tr t f / ( i ?r2 ^7(J?)211' ' (2)

where U(R) is unitary and belongs to the coset space U(4m)/Sp(2m), being m the number
of replicas. At finite energy E ^ 0, the symmetry of U(R) gets reduced to Sp(2m)/Sp(m)x
Sp(m), as in the standard case [16]. The enlarged symmetry is accompanied by new diffusive
modes appearing in the retarded-retarded and advanced-advanced channels, which are instead
massive in the standard case. In (2), axx is the Kubo conductivity (in units of e2 jU) in the Drude
approximation. We find that the new coupling constant, n, is proportional to the fluctuations
of the staggered density of states, i.e. to the following correlation function

£ eHPs(E,R))(ps(E,R')), (3)
RR'

where the bar indicates the impurity average, and ps{E, R) is the staggered density of states at
energy E,

p3(E,R) = J2<f>n(R)^3<t>n(R)5(E - en),

being <fin(R) the two-component eigenfunction of energy en.

The structure of the above action was derived by Gade and Wegner [8] for a particular Hamilto-
nian. Here, we derive it for a generic bipartite lattice and random hopping. Moreover, we provide
a simple physical interpretation of n.

Going back to (2), Gade and Wegner [8] gave a beautiful proof, based just on symmetry con-
siderations, that the quantum corrections to the /^-function of axx vanish in the zero replica
limit. In Appendix E, we outline how their proof works in our case, which is sligthly, but not
qualitatively, different from the U(N)/SO(N) case they have considered. Essentially, one can
show that the action (2) posseses an invariant coupling axx + mil, which, in the m —> 0 limit,
implies that axx is not renormalized, apart from its bare dimensions.

On the contrary, both the density of states and n have non vanishing /?-functions. In d = 1,
the system flows to strong coupling, hence we can not access the asymptotic infrared behavior.



Nevertheless, the starting flow of the running variables indicates that the density of states
diverges. In d = 2,3, the system flows to weak coupling, hence we can safely assume that the
infrared behavior is captured by the RG equations. Indeed, in two dimensions, the density of
states diverges at E = 0, while, in d = 3, it saturates to a finite value, although exponentially
increased in l/axx. Moreover, II has an anomalous behavior in d = 2, where it is predicted to
diverge logarithmically. We explicitly estimate how these quantities behave as E —>• 0, by means
of a two-cutoff scaling approach, as discussed by Gade [9].

We have also analysed various symmetry breaking terms. The simplest ones are those which
spoil the particular symmetry Eq.(l) of the model at E = 0, i.e. an on-site disorder or a
same-sublattice regular hopping. These perturbations bring the symmetry of U(R) down to
Sp(2m)/Sp(m)x Sp(m), as in the standard localization problem. However, by evaluating the
anomalous dimensions of these terms, we can estimate the cross-over lengths above which the
symmetry reduction is effective. While in d = 1,2 these terms always lead to a localized behavior
also at the band center, in of = 3 the vicinity to the band center leads to an increase of the window
in which delocalized states exist.

Finally, if the impurity potential breaks time-reversal symmetry, the matrix field U(R) is shown
to belong to the coset space U(2m), which indeed agrees with the analysis of Gade [9].

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the Hamiltonian. In section 3, we
derive the path-integral representation of the model, by using Grassmann variables within the
replica trick method, and, in section 4, we study the symmetry properties of the action. In section
5, we evaluate the saddle point of the action, while in sections 6, 7, 8 we derive the effective
non-linear cr-model describing the long-wavelength fluctuations around the saddle point. The
Renormalization Group analysis is presented in section 9, and the behavior in the presence of
on-site disorder, of a same-sublattice regular hopping or with broken time reversal invariance
is studied in sections 10, 11, and 12, respectively. Finally, sections 13 and 14 are devoted to a
discussion of the results. We have also included several appendices containing more technical
parts.

2 The Model

We consider a tight binding Hamiltonian on a bipartite lattice, of the form

(cRcR, + c]
R,cR) , (4)

where A and B label the two sublattices and the hopping matrix elements HRRI are randomly
distributed. We take a unit cell which includes two sites from different sublattices. In some cases,
like the honeycomb lattice, this is indeed the primitive unit cell. In other cases, like the square
lattice, it is not.

In this representation, the Hamiltonian can be written as

H = E hRR' (C\RC2R> + H.c.) , (5)
RR'



where 1 and 2 label now the two sites in the unit cell, while R and R! refer to the unit cells, and
h^RRt = hR\R. By introducing the two component operators

. C\R

-2R

we can also write the Hamiltonian as

H = E 4 HRK CR'
R,R'

{h + h) c

where the CTJ'S (i = 1,2,3) are the Pauli matrices. We notice that, quite generally, the Hamil-
tonian involves both o\ and G2, but neither 0-3 nor the unit matrix ao, so that it satisfies the
conditions in Eq. (1).

We can write hl
RR, — tl

RR, + rR
2

R,, where tl
RRI are the average values, which represent the regular

(translationally invariant) hopping matrix elements, while TR\, are random variables with zero
average, which we assume to be gaussian distributed with width

J2 ^ 2

<RR'i 1 = "•

The dimensionless parameter u is a measure of the disorder strength in units of the regular
hopping. In this way, the Hamiltonian is written as the sum of a regular part, .H^0), plus a
disordered part, H\mp.

For the regular hopping, we define

tRR' = ^ {tRR' + tRR') > WRR' — 2 yRR' - t2RR') >

so that the non disorderd part, H^°\ of the Hamiltonian is

E CRHRR'CR' = E i ^ ^ + b R f f ^ ) ^ . (7)
R,R' R,R'

Since, for any lattice vector Ro, tRR> = tR+RoRI+Ro, as well as wRR> = WR+RQR,+RO, and,
moreover, tRR> = tR>R while wRR/ = —WR'R-, the Fourier transforms satisfy tk = t*k (tk real) and
Wk = —iu*k (wfc imaginary). In momentum space, the Hamiltonian matrix, Hk = tk<J\ + ko^o^i
is diagonalized by the unitary transformation ck = Ukdk, with

£4 = e - i > 2 e i ^ f f l , (8)



where

--* - I m ^ 2 , (9)

Indeed, UlH{
k
]Uk = eka3, where z\ = t\ - w\ = \tk\

2 + \wk\
2.

2.1 Current operator

The commutator of the density cRcR with the non disordered Hamiltonian (7) is

CR {tRR/<7\ + IWRRIO2) CRi — CRi {tfi>R<7\ + IWfiRi(72) CR,

R'

or, in Fourier space,

+ i(wfc+g -wk)c\i

Therefore, in the long wavelength limit, the current operator in the absence of disorder is

• ack+q (10)

(11)

the last being the expression in the basis which diagonalizes the Hamiltonian HQ. In (10),
a = (cri,cr2,cr3), and the vectors

Bk = (cos6k,s'm6k,0), BL}k = ( - sin0fc,cos0fc,O), (12)

describe intra and inter-band contributions to the current vertex. Notice that the regular hopping
Hamiltonian can be simply written as H^ = ^2k ekck Bk • 3 ck.

Moreover, since also the impurity part of the whole Hamiltonian, (5), does not commute with
the density operator, in the disordered model the current operator acquires an additional term
proportional to the random hopping matrix elements, which we discuss later.

3 Path Integral

The starting point of our analysis is a path-integral representation of the generating functional,
in terms of Grassmann variables, following the work by Efetov, Larkin and Khmelnitskii [16]. To



this end, we introduce, for each unit cell R, the Grassmann variables CR;aiP^a and their complex
conjugates C^;QIPJQ, where a = 1,2 is the sublattice index, p = ± is the index of the advanced
(+) and retarded (-) components, and the index a runs over m identical copies of the model, as
in the usual replica trick method. In what follows, by convention, the Pauli matrices <r's act in
the two sublattice space, the r's in the space of the Grassmann fields c and c, and the s's in the
± space.

In order to treat on equal footing both the particle-hole and the particle-particle diffusive modes
(diffusons and cooperons, respectively), as implied by time-reversal invariance, it is convenient
to introduce the Nambu spinors ^R and ^R defined through

1

where CR and CR are column vectors with components CR]atPta and CR;a;P]Q, respectively, and

where c = —IT2 is the charge conjugation operator. The action in terms of the spinors is [see
Eq.(6)]

RR' ^

- - 2^^R[E + i-s3- HRR, I VR> + 2_^
p p/ \ ' /? p/

= 50 +Simp, (13)

where £ ± iw/2 are the complex energies of the advanced/retarded components.

3.1 Disorder average

Before taking the disorder average, we notice that, in the spinor notation,

Therefore, the impurity part of the action can be written as

Simp = E 2TRR><&IR<&2R'-
R,R'

The generating functional, within the replica method, is

Z = / P^P^PTPfrJe""50"5^?, (14)

7



where P[T] is the gaussian probability distribution of the random bonds TR
2

R,. The average over
disorder changes the impurity action into

2 /—

R,R'

E
R,R'

We define

WRRI = 2u2 (t^R,f e Tie,

so that W* = W-q, and introduce

IR

where a is a multilabel for Nambu, advanced/retarded and replica components, and analogously
X%ft, as well as their Fourier transforms. By these definitions,

q a,p

This form, as compared to (15), has the advantage to allow a simple Hubbard-Stratonovich
transformation. Notice that the use of Nambu spinors has the great advantage to involve just a
single Fourier component of WRI? . If we write

where toq > 0 and 4>q = — <f)-q, and define

5 ; m p takes the simple form

'-'imp — -,r / s^qil q *2 -q — T
V q ' V q «

= I J2 ^Tr [YOtqYOi-q - Y3<qY3,.q], (17)

where we have introduced YQ = Y\ + Y^ as well as Y^ — Y\ — Y^. Moreover, our choice of the
impurity potential, which does not break, on average, the spatial symmetries of the lattice,
implies that 4>q = —8q, see Eq.(9).



We notice that, if a term is written as

A^l! £ XaiiXBa = \~Tr (X2) ,
4 a*

where X — X^ and A = ±1, one can always decouple it, by introducing an hermitean matrix Q,
by the following Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation

exp X^-Tr(x2) = N f VQ ex?[-A~2Tr(Q2) + VXTr (QX1)] , (18)

where the normalization factor N 1 = j VQ exp [—A 2Tr(Q2)]. In the specific example, (17)
can be transformed into

Simp = ^ E — T r [QoiQo-q + Q3qQ3-q) ~ £ £ Tv [Qo^O-, + ^ S , ^ - J

= ̂  E J"

- 7 5 > [QO9 (COS | x t , + i sin

- 7 E i T - [^? (cos | x | _ g + isin ̂ _ f f ) ] . (19)

If we define Qg — Qoqcjo + i-Qaq&z-, we obtain

1 1/ / J 0/ i ^9^9 T/ ' ' P^i—t P+<? \ /

(21)

where the last term vanishes at q = 0. Notice that the two-sublattice symmetry properties of
the Hamiltonian, see Eq. (1), are reflected in the particular form of the Q-matrix, which only
contains the Pauli matrices OQ and 0-3. In particular, since the tensor Q[R) ~ ^(R)^(R), GQ
selects the uniform component while 0-3 the staggered component of the product of the two
Grassmann fields. Notice that the electron-Q coupling in the ^R basis can be written as a local
coupling but for the last term in (21). To simplify the notation of this term we find it useful to
define an operator L through

LQ(R) = ^ei«'
g

If we now transform the spinors in Eq.(20) to the diagonal basis, the coupling to the Qq matrix
transforms as Up+qQqQ^qa3Up. The simplest consequence is that, in the diagonal basis, Qkltk2

 =



Qo ki k2
IJo + iQi k\ k2

u\ depends on two wavevectors. However, in the case of cubic lattices, see
Eq'.(A.l),

= e"* W > (Q0,q - i Q s ^ i ) e ^ " 1 e"

= e-W<+*')ai (Qo,, - iQs.^i) = Qow - iQ 3 , ^ i ,

since 4>q = —9q. Therefore, for cubic lattices, we can also write

. (23)

where now $# is the Grassmann field of the dR operators, and the matrix Q(R) = Qo(-R)o"o +
iQi{R)au with Qi{R) = -QsiR) defined above.

Finally, we notice that, in the case of the honeycomb lattice, at the wavevector q*, connecting
the two Dirac cones of the non-disordered dispersion band, w9. = 0. This observation will turn
useful when discussing the long-wavelength behavior of the model.

4 Symmetries

The action (13), at E = UJ = 0, i.e. at the band center with zero complex frequency, is invariant
under a transformation \£# —> T ^R if

Since the random matrix elements HRR* involve both Pauli matrices o\ and <72, T has to satisfy
at the same time cTl cl o\T = o\ and cTl cl 02 T = 02- This implies that

c^c1 =alT~lal (24)
l l a 2 . (25)

The condition (25) can be fulfilled only by a transformation T = T0CT0 +

Under such a transformation

Q -> dT'c'QT = CTIT-^IQT = (T2T-la2QT

Since aiQcri = Qt, then

Hence, the transformation is also unitary, T^ = T"1 . Moreover, such a transformation leaves the
Q-manifold invariant, which implies that our Hubbard-Stratonovich decoupling scheme, which
makes use of Q = QQOQ + iQ3O"3, is exhaustive.

10



The unitary transformation, T, can be written as

T = exp \lfa0 + f J , (26)

where

In addition, we must impose the charge conjugacy invariance, which, through Eq.(24), implies
that

= -w0 = wl
= W3 = -W$.

The number of independent parameters turns out to be 16m2, which suggests that T is related
to a unitary group, specificaly U(4m), as argued by Gade and Wegner [8]. In fact, we can
alternatively write

(27)

where U is indeed a unitary transformation belonging to U(4m). The invariance of (13) at finite
frequency, « / 0 , implies the additional condition dTtctssT — S3, which reduces the number of
independent parameters to 8m2 + 2m, lowering the symmetry of U down to Sp(2m).

If E ^ 0, T has to satisfy also

This implies that, at finite energy, i.e. away from the band center, T does not contain anymore
a CT3-component. Indeed E lowers the symmetry of U down to Sp(2m), which is further reduced
to Sp(ra) x Sp(m) by a finite frequency, as in the standard situation [16].

5 Saddle Point

The full action

k,q
'

E^ (28)

11



by integrating over the Nambu spinors, transforms into

yE i^Tr [QqQl] - \Tr In

The saddle point equation for homogeneous solutions at E = 0 and u> — 0 + is

Q = *T 10(i0+S3 ~£fc + iQ)-1 + (i0+S3 + efc + igrl'
where UJQ = Z)H-K' 2^2(^2_ft')2- ^ n e g e n e r a l solution is

Qsp = ^op(O)s 3 = Ss3 , (29)

with p(0) being the density of states at £̂  = 0. In order to distinguish transverse from longitudinal
modes, it is convenient to parametrize the Q-matrix in the following way

Q(R)P = aWR)-^ [Qsp + P(R)) T(R)
= Q(R) + <TiT{R)-l(?iP{R)T(R). (30)

Here P(R) describes the longitudinal modes, which we discuss more in detail in section 7, and
T the transverse modes. Namely, T has the form given in Eq.(27),

™,™ {W(R)\ fW0{R) W3(R) \ , N

T(R) = exp [-Y1) = exp (^"^o + -f-^^J , (31)

with exp[(Wo+W3)/2] belonging now to the coset space U(4m)/Sp(2m). This amounts to impose
that

by which it derives that

Q(R) - a1T(JR)-1a1QspT(/?) = Qsp^o{R)<ro+w3(R)aK ( 3 2 )

In the ± space, we can write

, o B\ (\A o \
W0=\ , W3 =\ , (33)

-£?t o / 0 iC

where A^ = .4, C^ = C, and additionally, since cW1^ = criVFVi = — ay\Vo\, then cA'c* = A,
cC1^ = C and cS'c4 = B f . By writing

12



(34)

(35)

C = COTo + i(CiTi+C2T2 + C3r3), (36)

we find that the above conditions imply that, for i = 0 , . . . , 3,

Bt)4C,eRe, (37)

and

Ao = Ao, Co = Co , (38)

while, for j = 1,2, 3,

^ • = -A<, Cj = -C\. . (39)

6 Effective Action

In this section, we derive the effective field theory describing the long wavelength transverse
fluctuations of Q(R) around the saddle point. In the case of honeycomb lattices, we should
worry about the momentum component of Q which couples the two Dirac cones. However, one
can see that the free action of Q diverges at this wavevector, so that we are allowed to ignore the
fluctuations around this momentum. For cubic lattices, we notice that, since we use a doubled
unit cell, the long-wavelength fluctuations of Q include both uniform and staggered components.

6.1 Integration over the Grassmann fields

As we said, by integrating (28) over the Grassmann variables, we obtain the following action of
Q:

We start by neglecting the longitudinal fluctuations. Then, since Q = f^QspT, where we define
T = o\To\ = a2Ta2-, we can rewrite the second term of S[Q] as

\Tr In (Ef Tf + i^fs3T^ - fH^T* + iQsp - v) , (40)

where we define

V = \TLQTK

13



Since HRR, involves either o\ and cr2i while T involves CTO and 0-3, then

, - V f (i?)t

Therefore the term TH^T^ which appears in (40) can be written at long wavelengths as

f{R)HfR,T{R'^=HfRI - \f{R)Vf-l{R)

+ \f{R)dl3f{R)-1 (ft -

= HfRI+URR^ (41)

where we use the fact that the long-wavelength part of the current operator in real space is, see
(B.3),

J(R') = -\
R

Notice that in (41) only the current vertex which derives from the regular hopping appears,
which is not the full current operator.

Moreover, a further current-like coupling will arise from the expansion in V (see below). To this
end, in the long-wavelength limit, the operator L, see (22), can be approximately written as

LQ(R) ~ -P • VQ(i?)a3 - ~ (p-vf Q(R), (42)

where 0 = f<j){q = 0)/2.

Having defined U, (40) can be written as

-Tr In (ETT] + i | f 53^ -U -V - H{0) + iQsp

= -l-TrInG + ̂ TrIn (l + GETT^ + Gl^fs3T^ -GU-Gv) , (43)

where G = ( — H^ + iQsp)"1 is the Green's function in the absence of transverse fluctuations.

The effective field theory is then derived by expanding S[Q] up to second order in U and V, and
first order in E and to. In this way we get the following terms.

14



6.2 Expansion in the Q free action

The free part of the action

can be expanded at small q. Since u>g = w_g, then

u)q ~ wo(l - 7<72),

leading to

S0[Q] ^ — / dRTr [Q{R)Q{Ry] + —J— Y^^Tr [QQQ\]

= — [ dRTr \Q2
SD] + ~ I dRTr \VQ{R) • VQ(i?)tl . (44)

2u>o J L F J 2u>n J <- -•

The second term is a contribution to the current-current correlation function of the part of the
current vertices proportional to the random hopping.

6.3 Expansion in E

Expansion of (43) in E gives

= - i — Tr (QsPTT^) = -i—TrQ. (45)

6.4 Expansion in u>

Expansion in to gives

£ r (s3Q). (46)

6.5 Expansion in U

The second order expansion in U contains the following terms:

-hrr(GU), (47)

15



and

Taking in (47), the component of U containing second derivatives, we get

^ 1 [IU - %) fa - i?;) HfR,G(R', R)} .

By means of the Ward identity (B.5), the above expression turns out to be

Xy

(48)

++
Tr \f(R)dijf{R)-1} , (49)

which, integrating by part, is also equal to

-Tr

(50)

t + T [ ^ D D D ] ( 5 1 )

Here we have introduced a matrix D(R) with the i-th component

3 = f(R)dlf(Ryl. (52)

The part of (47) which contains first derivatives gives rise to a boundary term

dRTr[vW(R)a3], (53)

where E has been defined by Eq.(29), which we discard by taking appropriate boundary condi-
tions.

Let us now analyse the term (48), where we have to keep of U only the part containing first
derivatives. By making use of (41), this term is, in momentum space,

WTr{[TV{[TVT-1] -f^Gik + q) [TW- 1 ] -f

- \ E T r {[TVf-^ • Jk
WG(k) [fvf-1]^ • Jk

{0)G(k)
kq

7 E E Tr {D(R) • Jk
i0)G(k) D(R) • Jk

{0)G(k)} ,
k R

kq

7
k R

(54)

16



valid for small q. Here the matrix Jk = VfcifcCi + iVfciUfcO .̂ The non vanishing terms in (54)
have both D's either Doao or .D3CT3 [see (52)].

In the diagonal basis, upon defining, as we did in Eq.(29), Qsp = T,s3, with £ = 7ru;op(O)/4, the
Green's function is

Q{k) = i CTS

(55)

Going back to the original basis,

G{k) = UkQ{k)Ul = G0(k)a0s3 + G3(k)Bk • as0, (56)

where Bk has been defined in (12). Therefore,

a3G{k)a3 = G0{k)aQS3 - G3(k)Bk • as0 = -siG(k)si- (57)

By means of (57), we find that

a3 = -Jk
Wa3G(k)+az = Jk

{0)G(k)-, (58)

from which it derives that (54) can be written as the sum of two different terms

(59)

(60)

By summing (59), (60), (50) and (51), we get

which is equal to

- J^2°i0) / dRTr

where

a =

is the Kubo conductivity with the current vertices which involve only the regular hopping [cf.
Eq.(B.4)].
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6.6 Expansion in V

The expansion in V up to second order, gives two terms

-l-Tr{GV), (62)

and

-l-Tr{GVGV), (63)

In addition, we must also consider the mixed term

-\Tr(GUGV). (64)

The first order term, (62), is

I (Q{)0Q()) (65)

- ^ f dRTr(0-VQ(R?0-VQ(R)). (66)

The first term, (65), is another boundary term, which we neglect. The second order term, Eq.(63),
gives

~47 £ (GoW2 + G3(k)2) I dRTr [J3- VQ(R?0-VQ(R)] . (67)
k

Notice that the saddle point equation implies that

1 2 2 2

V ~^ UJQ
K

By using the above equation in (66), we find that (67) plus (66) give

~ E G s W 2 / dRTr [0•

- - ^7 E 7 ^ 2 / dRTr [P • VQ(R)jP • VQ(R)} (68)
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The contribution of the mixing term, (64), can be evaluated in a similar way, giving

dRTr [V#fc- ^Q{R^j3- VQ(R)} . (69)

We notice that, since <f>q = — 9q, then (68) and (69) can be included in (61) if the following
redefinition of the current vertex is assumed:

Jk
{0) = VekBk-a + ek (w f c - W o ) BL)k • a. (70)

Therefore the Kubo conductivity which appears in (61) has to be calculated with the above
expression of the regular current vertex. This has notable consequences. First of all, for cubic
lattices, the interband contribution vanishes, hence the Kubo conductivity coincides with the
true one, since the enlargment of the unit cell was artificial. This is compatible with (23), where
we showed that the impurity action is local in the basis which diagonalizes the regular hopping,
implying that the regular current vertex contains only the intraband operator.

To conclude, the effective action so far derived is therefore

; = J _ f dRTr[Q(R)Q(R?]

/ dRTr

+ f dRi—Tr (Q(R)) - ^-Tr (s3Q{R)) . (71)

7 Longitudinal Fluctuations

The full expression of the Q-matrix we must indeed consider is the one given by (30),

Q(R)P = f(R)-1 [Qsp + P{R)\ T(R) = Q(R)

= Q(R) + S(R), (72)

where T(R) involves transverse fluctuations and

P(R) = (Pooso + P0353) CTO + i (P31S1 + P32S2) <x3, (73)

being all P's hermitean. Charge conjugation implies that cP1^ = P. The field P(R) takes
into account longitudinal fluctuations which are massive. Let us define F(R — R') the Fourier
transform of UJ~X. Then, the free action of the Qp field is
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s[Qp] = 2 dR dR> T(R - R')Tr [Qp(R)Qp(Rl)

= ^- I dRTr \QP(R)QP(R)^} (74)

-l- j dRdRT{R-R')-

Tr [(QP(R) - Qp(R') ) (Qp(#)f - QpiR'^)] • (75)

Since QQt = Q2p) (74) gives

^- f dRTr [P(R)P(R)t + 2QspP(R) + Q2
sp] .

The second term cancels with the first order expansion of Tr In Gp, since Qsp is the saddle point
solution. What is left, i.e.

- ^ / dRTr[P(R)P(R)t], (76)

is actually the mass term of the longitudinal modes, since the second order expansion in P of
Tr In Gp is zero. The other term, (75), can be analysed within a gradient expansion of Qp{R) -
QP(R') — VQp(R) • (R — R') + .... The details of the calculations are given in Appendix C.I,
so that, in this section, we just present the final results.

The free action of the longitudinal fields is found to be

Here, we neglect the contribution of the invariant measure, which, in the zero replica limit, gives
rise to fluctuations smaller by a factor ti2 than Eq.(77). The integration over P with the above
action has several important consequences for the action of the transverse modes (see Appendix
C.I).

Firstly, all the terms of the Kubo conductivity with the random current vertices are recovered.
In addition, we find a new operator

2TT

8 • 32E4 UJ dRTr [QHR)VQ(R)O3] -Tr [Qi(R)VQ(R)cr3] , (78)

which has contributions from two different terms. The first one is obtained by expanding each
Green's function in (48) at first order, Gp = Go — iG^PGo, and the second is derived by (75).
They are analogous to the components of the Kubo conductivity with regular and with random
current vertices, respectively.
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8 Effective non-linear cr-model

In conclusion, the final expression of the action of the transverse modes in the long-wavelength
limit is

S[Q] = ̂ °xx I di?Tr (VQ(R)

dRi—Tr(Q(R)) - ^-
W ^W

dRTr [QHRrfQiRto] -Tr [Qt(ij)vg(iJ)ff3] , (79)

where we make use of the fact that, in the models we consider, Uij — 6ij<Jxx.
1 Since Q{R) —

QspT(R)2, see Eq.(32), expressing T{R) by means of U(R) asinEq.(27), the action at E = w = 0
can also be written as

S[U] = - ^ p / dR Tr [VU{R)~2 • VU{R)2]

(80)

as anticipated in the section 1.1. As compared to the non-linear a-model which is obtained in
the absence of the particle-hole symmetry [16], the above action differs first of all because of
the symmetry properties of the matrix field U(R), which describes now the Goldstone modes
within the coset space U(4m)/Sp(2m). Moreover, it also differs for the last term of (79), which,
in the general case, even if present, is not related to massless modes. An analogous term was
originally obtained by Gade [9] in a two sublattice model described by two on-site levels with
a regular hopping of the form HRR> = tRR>a\, and a local time-reversal symmetry breaking
random potential HimPtR = wmai +W2R&2- We discuss the broken time reversal symmetry case
in section 12.

Although the action may be parametrized by a simple unitary field U{R), as in (80), we prefer
to work with the matrix Q(R) which has the more transparent physical interpretation Q(R) ~

Finally, it is important to notice that either axx and II have contributions from both the regular
and the random current vertices. This implies that, even in the limit of strong disorder, in which
the average hopping is negligible with respect to its fluctuations, these constants are finite and
become of order unity [7,11].

1 If the Hamiltonian breaks inversion symmetry, a topological term proportional to

\efW j dRTr [dl,Q(R)d,Q(R)^a3] ,

may appear, where e^ is the Levi-Civita tensor.
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8.1 Gaussian Propagators

At second order in W, the dispersion term

dR Tr ( W

/ dR ATr (VBWB^) + TTr (VAVA +

where A, B and C are defined through Eqs.(34), (35) and (36). For the B's we find the quadratic
action

?xx

2
i=0 k ab

so that

(Bi>ab(k)B3:Cd(-k)) = 8l38ac8bdD(k), (81)

where

D(k) = — i- (82)
•77"'/T IC^1

~C>xx K

For the A's we have to take into account also the disconnected term:

64
dRTr [VVK3] • Tr

/ d/?Tr [VA + VC] • Tr [VA + V

/" di?Tr [VAO + VC0] • Tr [VAO + VC0]
16

The non vanishing propagators are

),cdi~k)) = D(k) {5ac8bd + 8ad8bc)

-D{k) ^ 7 - < U < U (83)

(84)
-Ilm

rr
^x + Ilm

where m is the number of replicas, while, for i = 1,2, 3,
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(Ai,ab{k)AitCd{-k)) = D{k) {5acSbd - 5ad6bc), (86)

{Ci,ab{k)CitCd(-k)) = D(k) (5acSbd - 5ad5bc). (87)

Notice that the particular symmetry of the two-sublattice model leads to additional diffusive
modes in the retarded-retarded and advanced-advanced channels, which are not massless in the
standard case [16].

8.2 Physical Meaning of II

Let us introduce an external source which couples to the staggered density of states, which is
accomplished by adding to the action a term

where, in the replica space, the source AO)/? = Xa^a,i3- The fluctuations of the staggered density
of states is obtained by the derivative of the partition function with respect, for instance, to Xa

and A ,̂ with a ^ /?. Inserting the source term in the action, and integrating over the Grassmann
fields after introducing the matrix Q, leads to the following expression of the staggered density
of states fluctuation in terms of Q:

F(R,R') = -y-2(Tr[Qaa(R)s3<T3]Tr [Q(3p(R')sza3]). (88)
TV^LO,0

The gaussian estimate of the above correlation function at momentum k is given by

F(k) = -16-^-2 ([A0>aa(fc) + C0,aa{k)} [A

axx + Um
(89)

Therefore, II is directly related to the singular behavior of the staggered density of states fluc-
tuations.

9 Renormalization Group

In this section, we will apply the Wilson-Polyakov Renormalization Group (RG) procedure
[14,16] to analyse the scaling behavior of the action. Indeed, some of the calculations which we
present are redumdant, given the proof by Gade and Wegner that the /^-function is zero [8] (see
Appendix E). Nevertheless, other results besides the conductance /^-function are important, so
that we describe the whole RG procedure.
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9.1 RG equations

In the spirit of Wilson-Polyakov RG approach [16,14], we assume that

T(R)=Tf(R)Ts(R),

where Tj involves fast modes with momentum q € [A/s, A], while Ts involves slow modes with
q € [0,A/s], being A the high momentum cut-off, and the rescaling factor 5 > 1. Within an
e-expansion, where e = d — 2, we define

A/s

It is straightforward to show the following result

Tr [V^VQ] = Tr [VQJ. • VQ/] + 2Tr [DsaiQfDaQ\ai]

-2S2Tr [3SDS] + 4Tr [DsQ\VQf] , (90)

where Qf = fjQspTf and Ds = TSWT^. Moreover,

• Tr

= Tr [{yWs + VWf) <73] • Tr

Since the fast and slow modes live in disconnected regions of momentum space, only the stiffness
term (90) generates corrections. By expanding the terms coupling slow and fast modes up to
second order in Wf, the stiffness generates an action term for the slow modes which, after
averaging over the fast ones, is

dRTr [VQJVQJ + (Fi>/ - \{F%)S, (92)
32E2 J r •**"**] ' ^l" 2

where

+2Tr | DaY QsPDQspW^ar | , (93)

and

F2 = 4 ^ ^ / dRTr \DWfVWf\ . (94)
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The explicit evaluation of these terms is outlined in Appendix D. Here we just give the final
results. The Kubo conductivity is renormalized according to

xx, (95)

while the II factor

II ->• n + ALaxx. (96)

For what it regards the renormalization of E and u, we notice that

Q = QspTsTf Ts

^ QsPT? + QspTsWfTs + l-QsvTsW]Ts.

Since the slow and fast degrees of freedom are defined in different regions of momentum space,
only the last term is relevant. By means of Eq.(D.15), we find that

( 9 7 )

axx

This leads to similar corrections to E and to, which will have the same scaling behavior.

Finally, to describe the cross-over behavior in the presence of symmetry breaking terms, we also
need the scaling behavior of the operator Tr [Q(R)2]. We find that

(TrQ2)f = (Tr [QspTsTjTsQspTsTJTs})f

= [l + 2 (2 - 4m + 5-—) L] TrQ] - L (TrQs)
2 . (98)

To implement the RG, we have to rescale the momenta in order to recover the original range
[0, A]. This is accomplished by the transformation k —» k/s, or, equivalently, R —> Rs. Therefore,
the stiffness as well as the fluctuation terms acquire a scaling factor se ~ 1 + ems, while the E
and co terms a factor sd. Hence, after defining t = l/(47r2crxa;), c = l/(47r2n), and A the coupling
constant of the operator TrQ2, we get the following /3-functions

2, (99)

-ec - 4c2, (100)

<*£ + 4 (2 4 - ^ ) , (101)

0x = d\ + 2Xt (2 + — - — ) . (102)
V c + mtj

At finite energy, E ^ 0, we may use a two-cutoff scaling approach [9]. Namely, we can follow the
previous RG equations up to a cross-over scale, scross = s(E), at which the energy has flowed
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to a value EQ of order E, which plays the role of the high-energy cut-off in the theory. Above
this scale, we must neglect all contributions coming from the VV3 modes, which acquire a mass.
That is, we must abandon the RG equations (99) (102), and let the coupling constants flow
in accordance with the standard RG equations, which amount only to a renormalization of t
according to

Pt = -et + t2. (103)

If, by integrating (103), the inverse conductance t(s) flows to infinity, signalling an insulating
behavior, then we can define a localization length £iOc(^) &s the scale at which t has grown to
a value of order unity.

9.2 RG ind = 2

In d = 2, the solution of the RG equations for t, c, and E is

= t0,

-I- 41ns = h 41ns,
c{s) c(l) c0

At finite energy, the crossover length, s(E), to the standard, non particle-hole symmetric, model,
which, as previously discussed, is defined through E[s{E)] = EQ ~ E, is given by

(104)

being

Above s(E), t flows according to Eq.(103) with e — 0, hence it grows to infinity, implying that
the wavefunctions are localized for any E ^ 0. The localization length £ioc{E) ~ s(E), apart
from a multiplicative factor which is ~ exp[(l — to)/to] if to *C 1- We see that, for

the localization length has a power law behavior, namely
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otherwise, at very small energy, it diverges slower,

ln(E0/E)
a exp •' l 0 / ;

The density of states renormalizes like

, p(s) to ( tn\ , 1 9 , 9
In ̂  = -£ (2 + - In s + -tl In2 s.

Po 2 V Co/ 2

At finite energy, the density of states flows until 5 < s(S), after which it stays constant. This
implies that the renormalized value is obtained by

Po Po

leading to

^o^ f /41n(£0/£)\
UJexp H—A—J ' (105)

the last equality valid at small energy.

9.3 RG ind = 3

In d = 3,

- 1 •

where to is now the inverse of the conductance in units of e2/(/i/), / being a short distance cut-off
of the order of the mean free path. We find that both t and c running variables vanish for s —)• oo.
The cross-over length diverges, as we approach E = 0, approximately like

(106)

Hence, the density of states

p(E) = po I -£•
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saturates at E = 0 to a value exponentially increased in to with respect to the bare pQ.

At E / 0, the inverse conductance above scross = s(E) flows according to (103) with e = 1 and
boundary condition t(sCT0SS) = to/scross. We find that, if

the system is metallic, otherwise it is insulating, with a localization length

tos(E)

This results implies that, for any amount of disorder, sufficiently close to E — 0, all eigenfunctions
are delocalized, in agreement with recent numerical results [15]. However, if the disorder is
gaussian, as we assumed, the random hopping model with zero regular hopping seems to be
characterized by an inverse Drude conductance, to, which is an increasing function of \E\, being
smaller than the critical value e at E = 0 (see also Ref.[7]). In this case, the presence of a
finite mobility edge in d = 3, even for zero regular hopping, would not depend crucially upon
the intermediate RG flow in the vicinity to the band center. Nevertheless, we expect that to at
E = 0 varies for different kinds of disorder, and eventually it may become greater than unity.
In this case, it is just the vicinity to the band center which makes it possible a finite mobility
edge.

10 On site disorder

In this and in the following section, we analyse various symmetry breaking terms, which, in the
two sublattice representation, contain OQ and a$, hence spoiling Eq.(l).

We start by adding an onsite disorder

C\,RCI,R

U1,R+U2,R
a°

where («2i/j) = 0 and (ui^Uj^Ri) = S^SR^V2. Within the path integral, this term becomes, once
average over disorder is performed,

2
v

2
va/3vf3a _ v

i2(? Y2_q - —

By adding this term to (17), we get

v2)Tr
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-(u>q-v
2)Tr(Y3iqY3t-g). (108)

If we assume that the onsite disorder is weak, i.e. u>q > v2 at small q, the consequence is that
the Q free action becomes

Therefore, the on site disorder introduces a mass in the Qz propagators. Specifically, since
= Q — Q\ the mass term can be written as

Close to the saddle point, QQ^ = Q2
p, and, for small q, we get

dR Tr [Q(R)Q(R) + Q(i?)tQ(i?)t] ,

which, at second order in W, reads

2v2T2 r
= — 2 4 / dflTr-[W3(i2)^3(i2)]. (HO)

In the presence of this term, we could proceed, as before, in the framework of two cutoff scaling
theory. That is, we apply the previous RG equations until the above term becomes of the order

, i.e. up to the scale which, by Eq.(102), is

„ P Y r , ) l i / R 2 j - 4 4 1 n l R l l f i l i a l
Across — " X P \ 7TT I V - o T 1^1 m /A — -D I f- , I 1 1 1 ;

in d = 2, where A = 2t% and B = 2 + io(2 + to/co), while sCT0SS ~ A1^ in d > 2, where

, w0A oc -w,
v2

in the limit of small v. Above this scale, the Wo, propagator gets fully massive, and the inverse
conductivity flows with the RG equation (103). In d = 2, this implies that, ultimately, the system
gets localized, although the density of states has increased in the first stage of the RG.
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11 Same-Sublattice Regular Hopping

We can also introduce a particle-hole symmetry breaking term, by adding to the Hamiltonian
a regular term connecting same sublattices, e.g.

5HRR, = 4 V o + 4 V s -> SHk = t[0)a0 + tjjfW

Expanding the action in 8H, after integrating over the Nambu spinors, we get an additional
term

h [ \ (112)

We define

so that (112) becomes

-i—Tr[Q(X0a0 + X3a3)). (113)

The Ao-term acts like an energy term. This implies that, if we just shift the chemical potential,
we do recover the same scenario as in the absence of this term and at E = 0. On the contrary,
the A3-term is always a relevant perturbation, whose strength increases under RG iteration as
the energy E. We can define a crossover scale sCross> which has the same expression as s(E) in
(104) and (106), for d = 2 and d = 3, respectively, provided E -> A3. Above this scale, the W-$
modes get fully massive and their contribution to the RG flow drops out.

Sometimes tRR, = 0, as, for instance, for next-nearest neighbor hopping in a square lattice. In
this case, A3 = 0 and we need to evaluate the second order term

5S[Q] = X-Tr [f SHT^GT 5H T]

If we define F(R) = T(R)T(R)^, which contains either <7o and 0-3, this term can be written, at
long wavelengths, as

By introducing,
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where p, q = ±, the following results hold

where C is a constant of dimension energy square, with order of magnitude given by the typical

value of (tk ) close to the surface corresponding to E — 0. Therefore we can write,

6S[Q] = £-1 dRTr [F(R)F(R) - F(R)sza1F(R)s3al]

= const. + ̂ 2 / dRTr [Q(R)2] > (114)

which is a mass term for the W<$ propagators, similar to (110). Therefore, a same-sublattice
hopping introduces a cross-over length analogous to (111), with

A o c - .

Above this scale, the contribution of the W$ modes to the RG flow has to be dropped out.

12 Time-reversal symmetry breaking

If the random hopping breaks time-reversal symmetry, i.e.

H\mp — 2_^ TRRlCRcR> + H.C.,
RR>

with both real and imaginary part of TR
2

RI gaussian distributed, after averaging, the impurity
action can be written as

Simp = ^ E W~1Tr [*l,0, A o , - , + *l,3)?^2,3,-9] , (115)

where

ya/3 _ -^a

with the indices a and (5 running only over the replicas and the advanced/retarded components.
This implies that the manifold in which Q varies contains in this case only TQ and T$ components.
Indeed, as in the time reversal invariant case we are able to parametrize the 8m x 8m matrix T
in terms of a Am x Am matrix U € U(4m)/Sp(2m) [see Eq.(27)], similarly, without time-reversal
symmetry, T can be parametrized by means of a 2m x 2m matrix U £ U(2m), in agreement
with Gade [9]. The effective non-linear a-model is not modified, but the expressions (D.I), (D.2),
(D.3), (D.4), and (D.5) have to be substituted by
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{BabPbcBld) = 2D(k)6adTr (Po) , (116)

(BabPbcBcd) = 0, (117)

{AabPbcAcd)=2D{K)6adTr(P0) - D{k) ^^Pad, (118)
axx + llm

{CabPbcCcd) = 2D(K)5adTr (Po) - D(k) ^j^Pad, (119)
axx + Um

(AabPbcCcd) = -D(k) ^j^Pad- (120)
axx + Um

where P = Po + 1P3T3. Hence, the RG equations at m = 0 are, in this case,

Pt = -et, (121)

/3c = - e c - 2 c 2 , (122)

PE = dE+~, (123)

which coincide with those obtained by Gade [9].

13 Discussion and comparison with the standard localization theory

In this section, we summarize the main differences between the model (2) and the standard non-
linear cr-model which is derived in the theory of Anderson localization [13,16], placing particular
emphasis on the properties of the Q-matrix. The specific form of the off-diagonal disorder we
consider, which only couples one sublattice to the other, leads, via the Hubbard-Stratonovich
decoupling, to the introduction of a space-varying 8mx8m complex Q-matrix, Q = Qo&o+iQ^vz-
Here, Qo and Q3 are 4m x 4rn hermitean matrices, of which matricial structure refers to the
retarded/advanced, spinor particle/hole and m replica components. Contrary to the standard
case, Q is not hermitean.

The evaluation of the saddle point, Qsp = (J0T0S3 (section 5), as well as the derivation of the ef-
fective action (section 6) are analogous to the standard case [13,16]. (We recall that crj, s; and TJ
indicate the Pauli matrices, including the unit matrix, acting on sublattice, advanced/retarded
and spinor components, respectively.) The non-linear cr-model, Eq.(79), is obtained by integrat-
ing out the longitudinal massive Q-fluctuations and only keeping the transverse soft modes. The
real novelty with respect to localization theory is not in the structure of the effective action.
Indeed, the new term in (79), namely

II f dR[Tr(Q(R)iVQ(R)a3)]'

even if present, would be irrelevant in the standard case. On the contrary, the essential difference,
as expected, lies in the ensamble spanned by the soft modes at the particle-hole symmetry point
E — 0. We get Qsoft = T~lQspT, where the unitary matrix T only contains GQ and CT3,

T = exP [ j ,
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and

T = o\To\ — G2T02 = exp
"

These expressions derive by the conditions (1), which fully specify the model, as shown in section
4. In that section, we also showed that the ensamble can be expressed in terms of unitary 4mx4m
matrices

U = exp

as argued by Gade and Wegner [8]. Selecting the subset which leaves the saddle point invariant
gives Eq.(2) with U € U(4m)/Sp(2m). In terms of T, the condition f^QspT ^ Qsp, leads to
the requirements [Wo, S3] 7̂  0 and { W J ^ } 7̂  0, which implies that Wo is off-diagonal in the
energy retarded/advanced space (as in the standard localization theory), while W3 is diagonal.
In other words, the omogeneous and staggered modes, Wo and W3, respectively, have different
structure in the energy space. The energy diagonal W3-modes betray the presence, at E = 0,
of diffusive poles in the disorder averaged products of retarded and advanced Green's functions,
GRGR and GAGA, with GR,A = {—H ± i0+)~\ In the localization theory [13,16], only the mixed
products GRGA have a singular behavior. This explains why singular corrections to the density
of states (which involves connected diagrams with same energy Green's functions) are present
in the two-sublattice model, while they are absent in the localization theory.

In a square lattice, the energy diagonal modes have the transparent meaning of density fluctations
with wave-vector q nearby the nesting vector G = (n, it,...), see Appendix A. Indeed

Re A

= E e
ReA,B

where A and B label the two sublattice, and, for R £ A, we have taken by definition <S\R = $#
and ^>2R = ^R+axi being a the lattice spacing and x the unit vector in the ^-direction. As soon
as E 7*= 0, nesting is not more important and indeed Qs becomes massive.

Finally, because of GRGR and GAGA, also the conductance acquires other corrections with
respect to standard localization theory. Indeed, these corrections add to give a vanishing (3-
function for axx, as first indicated by Gade and Wegner [8]. We have explained in the Introduction
section (see also Appendix E) that this is a consequence of a simple abelian gauge symmetry
generated by Eq.(l) at the particle-hole symmetry point E = 0. Similarly to the results for the
density of states, this behavior of the (5-function is at odds with the standard theory.

14 Conclusions

In this work, we have derived the effective non-linear a-model of a disordered electronic system
on a generic bipartite lattice. This model, if the hopping matrix elements as well as the disorder
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only couple one sublattice with the other, shows an interesting behavior close to the band center,
i.e. to the particle-hole symmetry point. Namely, the wave-functions are always delocalized at
the band center, in any dimension. By a Renormalization Group (RG) analysis, in the framework
of an e-expansion, e = d — 2, we have found that the quantum corrections to the conductivity
vanish if the chemical potential is exactly at the band center, thus implying a metallic behavior.
In two dimensions, in particular, the Kubo conductivity flows to a fixed value by iterating the
RG. On the contrary, we have found that the staggered density of states fluctuations, which
are controlled by a new parameter in the non-linear cr-model, are singular. This result is remi-
niscent of what it is found in equivalent one-dimensional models. In fact, models of disordered
spinless fermions in one-dimension can be mapped, by a Jordan-Wigner transformation, onto
disordered spin chains. In many cases, it is known that, in spite of the presence of disorder, these
spin chain models display critical behavior, as shown in great detail by D. Fisher for random
Heisenberg antiferromagnets and random transverse-field Ising chains [17]. Indeed, as pointed
out by Fisher, the staggered spin fluctuations, in a random antiferromagnetic chain, also display
critical behavior in the form of a power law decay, (—1)R(S(R)){S(O)) ~ R~2, where the bar in-
dicates impurity average. Since the staggered spin-density corresponds to the staggered density
of the spinless fermions, this result is consistent with the outcome of our analysis, which further
suggests that a similar scenario generally holds in such models. Moreover, as in one-dimension
[4,5,17], we find that the density of states is strongly modified by the disorder at the band
center, and it actually diverges in d = 2. In reality, a random Heisenberg chain, away from the
XXZ limit, maps onto a spinless fermion random hopping model in the presence of a random
nearest-neighbor interaction. However, even in the presence of this additional interaction, the
Hamiltonian has still the abelian gauge-like symmetry described in Appendix E, which is at the
origin of the delocalization of the band center state. This observation is also compatible with
Fisher's result that the physical behavior does not qualitatively change upon moving away from
the XXZ limit towards the isotropic XXX Heisenberg point.

Many of the results which we have derived were already known. The existence of delocalized
states at the band center of a two-sublattice model was argued already in 1979 by Wegner [6,7].
The effective non-linear a-model when the disorder breaks time-reversal invariance, as well as
the RG equations, have earlier been derived by Gade [9], although in a particular two-sublattice
model. The extension to disordered systems with time-reversal symmetry was later on argued
by Gade and Wegner [8]. Finally, random flux models and disordered Dirac fermion models have
recently been the subject of an intensive theoretical study [10-12], for their implications to a
variety of different physical problems.

In spite of that, our analysis has several novelties with respect to earlier studies. First of all, the
two-sublattice model which we study is quite general. Secondly, the physical interpretation of
the parameters which appear in the non-linear a-model is quite transparent. Thirdly, the explicit
derivation of the non-linear cr-model and of the RG equations with time-reversal invariance is
presented.
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A Specific examples

As an example, we consider a tight binding model with only nearest neighbor hopping on a
square and honeycomb lattice.

In the case of square lattice, the enlarged unit cell is the y/2 x \/2 one. The new reciprocal lattice
vectors are G\ = 2n(l, —l)/a, G2 = 27r(l, l)/a, and the angle 9k of Eq.(9) is

* * = £ < (A.I)

In the case of the honeycomb lattice, the unit cell contains already two lattice sites. The energy
is given by

/v/3
= 11 + 2 cos ( ̂ -kxa ) cos I ——kva +

/ \ \
2sin ( -kxa I cos

and

( 2sin [%kxa\ cos {^-kva\

1 + 2cos [%kxa\ cos \jy-kya\J

The Brillouin zone is still honeycomb, with the y-axis one of its axes, and side equal to 47r/(3\^3a).

B Ward Identity

Let us consider a generic Hamiltonian in the two sublattice representation

H= (B.I)

where HR1:R2 is a 2 x 2 Hermitean matrix. The current operator

j(R)=

can be obtained by the continuity equation, leading to

V • J{R) = iY^cR
Hi

(B.2)
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being V the discrete version of the differential operator. The long-wavelength expression for
J(R) can be obtained by Fourier transformation, namely, through

R,Ri

and expanding both sides in q, we get, for the linear term,

J{R) =Y,q-R {CRHRIRX^ ~ C
RI

HRI,RCR)
RRR R,Ri

= E ? * (^1 ~ ^) Cfi^H,,/?^,
H,Hi

hence

7*/ r>\ • \ *" (r> r>\ \ TT m o\
J(K) = —1 > Lftl — K I Cr> n R . RCp. l"-^]

Hi

Let us define the correlation functions

(B.4)

where /i = 0,1, 2, 3, JRl R2(R) = fiRRi$RR2 are the density matrix elements, and J1, for i = 1,2,3,
are the matrix element components of the current. By the continuity equation, we find that

,R; *2 - t)JR>Rl (R'

+S(t - t2)Tr [G(R,Rv,t- h)JRuR{R')\ .

If we integrate both sides by

at to = 0 we find

Hi

- Tr [G(i?i, i?; E)JRR{ (i?')] •

Using once more the continuity equation (B.2), we find

E Tr [G(R, Ri;E)HRuR] + Tr [G{RUR; E)HR)Rl]
Hi
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By Fourier transform,

RR' RR'

, R;
RR'

At small q, the above expression is

RR'
1 _ _ / s

\ •" „.„ Ip. D'W p . _ D' i 7̂ .̂

leading to

RR' RR'

C Longitudinal Modes

As discussed in Section 7, the expression of the Q-matrix which includes also the longitudinal
modes is Qp{R) = Q{R) + S(R), where Q(R) and S{R) have been defined through (72). The
free action for these fields contains a local term, Eq.(74), and a non local one, Eq.(75). The
latter is

-l- I dR dR'T(R - R')Tr [ARQ(R')AftQ(i?')f

+ ARS(R')ARS(R')] + 2ARQ(R')ARS(R')i] , (C.I)

where we have defined the operator

oo ,

(RA«/(i*') = /(i2)-/(#) = £ z 7
n=l n!

Let us apply this operator to Q[R) and S(R), keeping all terms which contains at most two
derivatives which act to the transverse matrices T. We obtain

ARQ(R') ~ VQ(R') • (R - R') , (C.2)

(C.3)

P{R)T{R')

f(R')]P(R) (VT(#))] • (R - R') (C.4)
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+ ]- [(V2f (i?')f) P(R)T(R') + 2

+ f{R')iP{R) (f2T(i?'))] • (R-R1) • (C.5)

The term which is obtained by (C.3) times its hermitean conjugate, together with the local piece
(74) give the free action of the longitudinal modes

(C.6)

The mixed terms, after defining D = TWT^, give rise to the coupling between transverse and
longitudinal modes

S[Q, P] = ~ I dR dR' T(R - R1) (iJ - R') •

Tr [D{R') (PHR')P{R) - P(R)1P{R'))] (C.7)

- J I dR dR' T{R - R') (R-R1)2 • {

Tr [alD{R')aiP{R)D{R')P\R')

+ alD{R!)axP{R')D{R!)P\R)] (C.8)

-Tr [D{R')D(R') (P](R)P(R') + Ft(i?')P(JR))] } (C.9)

-^ f dR dR' T{R - R') (R - R1) •

Tr [VQ(R')ARP{R')1 + H.c] . (CIO)

The last term, (CIO), gives rise to higher gradient contributions, hence can be neglected.

C.I Longitudinal propagators

Before averaging over the longitudinal modes, we have to evaluate the longitudinal propagators.
The matrix

P = {PofiSQ + Po,353) CT0 + i (P3.1S1 + -P3.2S2) O"3,

h a s to satisfy cP1^ = P, a n d , in a d d i t i o n , all Pa = P^. For a = (0 ,0 ) , ( 0 , 3 ) , ( 3 , 1 ) , by wr i t ing

PQ = P^T0 + \Pa • f,

we find t h a t

P ( 0 ) p F Vp p(0) _ f p ( 0 ) V p _ ( \ t
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For a = (3,2), by writing

P3,2 = iP$rQ + P3,2 • f,

we must impose

$ ( g ) ' , P3l2 =

If PQ is a symmetric real matrix, its propagator is

(P£*P&t) = § (tad** + Sac6bd), (C.ll)

while if it is antisymmetric

(PLIA) = " f (S-Ac - *«*«), (C12)

where G& = Wk/8V, and (a, 6, c, d) are replica indices. By means of these propagators, we readily
find that, if M — M\ + \Mi • f, where M^ are matrices in the replica space, then, for a =
(0,0), (0,3), (3,1), the following results hold

(PaMPa) = -GcMtJ + 2GTr ( M ^ ) = -GcM'J + GTr (M), (C.13)

while, for a = (3,2),

(P3,2MP3)2> = GcMtJ + 2GTr ( M ^ ) = GcM'c* + GTr (M). (C.14)

More generally,

UjP^) = -GcMtCt (Si<Jj + S3Sj(TjS3 + (T3SlSiC7jSl(T3 -

+ GTr (M) (sjCTj + S3Sj(7j53 + OzSiSiUjS\Oz +

OjP) = -GcM1^ (siOj + szSiUjS?, - a3s1SjCTjSia3 +

+ GTr (M) (siOj +

For j = 0,3 the above expression simplifies to

iOjP^) = -2Gc {MsiOj? c* + 2G^Tr (Ma^o), (C.15)

siOjP) = -2Gszc {Msidj)1 chz + 2GujTr (MsiS3), (C.16)

while for j = 1,2

ajPi) = -2Gs3c (Msidjf c*53

OjP) = -2Gc {Msiajf cl + 2GojTr {MSis0) .
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C.2 Averaging S[Q,P]

We have now all what it is needed to proceed in the averaging over P. Here we just sketch the
calculation, which is quite involved and requires the matrix properties of D which are determined
in Appendix D. We just remark that (C.8) and (C.9) do not reproduce the correct stiffness term.
Indeed, it is (C.7), which contributes at second order, which cancels the additional terms and
allows to express everything in terms of the matrix Q.

By means of the previously calculated propagators of the longitudinal modes, we find that

(S[Q,P])P = -?-f I dR Tr

where

Y = f dRT{R)T{R)-lR2. (C.20)

We notice that the first term is a contribution to the Kubo conductivity and the second to the
staggered density of states fluctuations of the diagrams where the current vertices are those
proportional to the random hopping.

C.3 Additional terms

The last class of corrections which generate new operators is obtained by expanding each Green's
function in (48) at first order, Gp = Go — IGOPGQ, leading to the term

-{Tr{GPGUGPGU))P. (C.21)

For the sake of clarity, we will analyse this term only in the case of a cubic lattice, where the
derivation is more straightforward. We will postpone a discussion about the general case at the
end of the section.

In the cubic lattice, according to Eq.(23), the electron-Q coupling can be brought to a local one
also in the diagonal basis. In this basis, Q = Qo + iQi<?i,

P{R) = (Pooso + ^0353) <TO + i (Pnsi + P12S2) CTI, (C22)

the unitary matrix

Vn(R\ WJR\ 1
(C.23)
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where W\ has the same form as W3 defined by Eq.(33), and T — CT3T0-3. Moreover, since
HRR.' — £R-R'<?3 in the diagonal basis, being £#_#' the Fourier transfom of e^, the current
operator which appears in the definition of URR>, Eq.(41), has only matrix elements Jk = Ve^ 173.

Once averaged over P, (C.21) gives, among other terms which correct the Kubo conductivity, a
new term [see Eq.(Greenfunctiond)]

->b,h
ujp-k-L '• i vq- • • yp+q±'

a,b=\,2 h-± pkq

-Tr (TTb>h'a>hQa^ Qb<h) Tr

'h Wr ()lr\U-q

where the first piece derives from Po and the second from Pi. The structure in the energy/sublattice
indices can be shortly represented by

I

i=h.A ^ J ~ 4 CT2®<72 + S 3 a i ® S 3 C T l + a 3 ® C 7 3 + S 3 ® S 3 '

so that the above term can be written, at small q, as

\ E Y,uP-i'TrWpAiGp)Tr(U-ggkAigk) (C.24)
i=l,...,4 pkq

We remind that

QpUqQp = —iQp

where Dq is the Fourier transform of T(R)VT(R)~1. We notice that only the diagonal component
in energy of D enters. Moreover, for the diagonal matrices Sj = so,S3, since D = Doao + Diai, it
derives that, for i = 0,1, the following equality holds TrDsjOi = —Tr [yWSj<Ji/2\. Therefore,
just W\O\ contributes. By means of (55), for any A's we have

-\TT {px#ox • JPG(p)Aig{p)) = +Vep • Tr

= Vep • Tr

Only for Ai = CT2/4 the trace over the a's is finite, leading to

2{Gl-Gl)Vep-Tr(D1>q). (C.25)

In conclusion, going back to the original sublattice representation, and defining

Tr (^GtasGt) , (C.26)
pk
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we obtain the following explicit expression of (C.21) [notice that Q = Qoco + iQi< î —> Qo&o
iQ3C3 in the sublattice basis]

2TT

8 • 32S4 dRTr [Qt(JR)VQ(i?)a3] • Tr [Q^{R)fQ(R)a3] . (C.27)

This term, which derives from the regular current vertices, has the same form as the second
term in (C.19), which, on the contrary, is due to the random current vertices. Therefore, the
coupling constant II which appears in the final expression (78) is the sum of both terms.

The symmetry of the operator (C.27), which, due to the trace, involves the Nambu, energy and
sublattice components TQ, SQ and a^, respectively, suggests that the prefactor II represents the
fluctuations of the staggered density of states, as discussed in section 8.2. In the case of a generic
bipartite lattice, we do expect an analogous term to appear, because the staggered-density of
states fluctuations still acquire singular contributions, and the operator is not forbidden by the
symmetry properties of the Q-matrix. The reason why we decided to show only the case of
cubic lattices is that the distinction between the longitudinal from the transverse modes is a
bit ambiguous at large momenta, where the both are in a sense massive. This is not a problem
for cubic lattices, where one can show that the large momentum components of the transverse
modes do not contribute, hence (C.27) exhausts the whole contribution. On the contrary, in
other cases, we do have to keep into account the contribution of the small-wavelength transverse
modes to recover the full expression. This makes the calculations more involved than in the case
of cubic lattices.

D Explicit derivation of the RG equations

In this Appendix we outline the derivation of the RG equations. Before that, it is convenient to
list some useful results.

D.I Averages

Besides the propagators, we will also need the explicit expression of particular averages which
enter in the derivation of the RG equations. The following results hold:

(BabPbcB\d) = 4D(k)5adTr (Po) , (D.I)

(BabPbcBcd) = -2D(k)Pld, (D.2)

where P = P$ + iP • r is a quaternion real matrix.

In addition,

{AabPbcAcd) = -2D{k)P]
ad + 4D(K)6adTr (Po)

-D(k) Jp^Pad, (D.3)
axx + Tim
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(CabPbcCcd) = -

-D(k) n
axx + Tim

4D(K)6adTr (Po)

Pad,

(AabPbcCcd) = -D{k) n
axx + Urn

Pad-

(DA)

(D.5)

For instance, if P = /, then

= -2D{k)i

(AA) =

{CC) =

(AC)--

-2D(k)

-2D{k)

Lf(k)
(J-ro

•f 4D(ft)m

+ 4 D W m

n .

-D(k)

-D(k)

n
axx + Ilm

n

(D.6)

(D.7)

(D.8)

(D.9)

(D.10)

D.2 RG equations

First of all, we need to know the quaternion structure of the matrix D = TVT^. Since

D = - ^ = -o-i Dai,

we can write D = DQUO + D3a3, where in the ±-space

Bo
(D.ll)

and

(D.12)

We can write each of the above matrices in quaternion form, P
TZe, but, in addition, we must impose that

[ci

IP-T, where p(°\P €
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By making use of the above properties, and by means of the Eqs.(D.2), (D.I), (D.3), (D.4) and
(D.5), after denning

A/s

we get the following results

(WfD0Wf)f = LATD0

( 0 Bo\ M o 0
+2LB \ - 2LA

\-BQ_ 0 / 1 0 Co

where T = H/(axx + mil), and

(WfD3Wf)f = LATD3

(
\ (

A3 0 \ 0 B3
- 2LBi

o c3 / \ B\ o
-ALITr

For further convenience, when useful, we have labelled LB the propagator of Bf, and L,4 the
ones of Aj and C/. The next useful result is

{WfWf)j - (~4LBm - ALAm + 2LA + LAT)

Through (D.13) and (D.14) we therefore get

(Fx)f = | g ! I dR - 2{Tr [

+2(Tr\3alQspDQspW]a1\)f
2

0 Bo '
3 2 J \-S0' 0

2

0

\ 0

-2L[Tr(Da3)}
2

2

- 4 (2L^m + 2 L B m + 2 L ) | °
0 Co
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^ 2
0 if?

3 | . (D.20)
iBl 0

The calculation of ( F | ) / is more involved, since one needs the average of four Wfs. For sake
of lengthy, we just quote the final result that such a term cancels (D.19) and (D.20). We next
notice that

= 2Tr [Ds3a\Ds3ai — DD]

\ 2 ( x 2

, 0 Bo / iv43 0
= -47Y | - 4Tr

-Bl 0 ) \ 0 iC3

and that

Tr [Qt VQCTSI = 2S2Tr i

Therefore, for LA = LB,

1 27TCT,
Li-

2 32S4

In the cases in which the A and C modes are gaped (LA = 0, and no D3), we obtain the standard
result

L) | ^ I dRTr [VQ^VQ] . (D.22)

E Gade and Wegner's proof of the vanishing ^-function

The equations from (33) to (39) imply that W$ is not a traceless matrix. Indeed, we can alter-
natively write W as

^Tr{W3)a3 W+icf>a3, (E.I)
Am

with W = WQCQ + VK3CT3, now being W3 a traceless matrix. Since a3 commutes with W', this
means that
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which also defines the matrix field V(R). By means of this parametrization, the non-linear
a-model (2) can also be written as

S[T] = S[V,4>} =

(E.3)

Therefore the action of V is distinct from that of <j>, and the latter, being a phase, is gaussian. This
implies that the combination axx + mil is not renormalized and scales with its bare dimension
e, for any number of replicas. In turns, it means that, in the zero replica limit, it is axx which
is not renormalized! This is completely equivalent to the nice proof given by Gade and Wegne
r[8] that the quantum corrections to the /3-function of the conductance of a \J(N)/SO(N) model
vanish at all orders in the N —> 0 limit.

The other important result concerns the renormalization of an operator

Within RG,

ei<7^3 -> -q2lns (— — ̂  e ^ 3 . (E.4)
2 \c + mt mj

The second term, which is singular in the m —> 0 limit, has to be canceled by the one-loop
renormalization of Vq. Gade and Wegner showed that this cancellation holds for any q. Fur-
thermore, they argued that, apart from the one-loop correction, the renormalization of V does
not contain any other singular term in the m —> 0 limit. This, as they pointed out, has very
important consequences. In 2d, t does not scale, while c goes to zero. Therefore the term which
dominates the renormalization of T2<? for m = 0 is just the first term in the right hand side of
(E.4). This argument implies that the one-loop correction, which we have derived for the density
of states (q = 1 case), is sufficient to identify the correct asymptotic behavior.

To conclude, let us discuss more in detail the origin of this gaussian field 4>. In the Grassmann
variable path-integral representation, the action for the particle-hole symmetric model at E =
UJ = 0

o

RR>

posseses a simple abelian gauge-like symmetry

(E.5)

because {O-^.HRR'} = 0. It is just this symmetry which causes the appearance of the gaussian
part of the non-linear cr-model. Notice that, if time reversal invariance holds, this symmetry
implies a particle-hole symmetric Hamiltonian, which is invariant under the transformation
c\ R ~* c\ R but C2 R ~^ ~~C2 R- ^n fact' {a3}HRR'} = 0 also means that {TI<73, HRR>} = 0,
being HRR* OC TQ. The interesting fact is that (E.5) is not a symmetry of the fermion operators.
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Indeed, under this transformation, CR -> e'^CR, but CR -> e"^3c# (chiral symmetry), and not
CR -> e~irpa3CR as we would expect if CR and CR had to be identified with the operators cR and
cR. Finally, we notice that if, besides 0-3, the Hamiltonian commutes with another Pauli matrix
(as it can be the case for specifically built particle-hole symmetric models), the above gauge
symmetry would be non abelian, hence spoiling all peculiar properties which we have shown to
occur. Indeed, in the last case, the system can be mapped into a standard localization model
with an additional sublattice index.
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